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CHAPI'ER I
THE l'l'EED FOR LEARNING CENTERS

When Charles Silberman's book, [50) Crisis in the Classroom,
dramatically burst upon the American scene in August, 1971, American
educators be gan to take a serious look at their schools, their teachers, their curricula and their total educational programs.

In the

forward to his book, Silberman[50) lamented:
The cr2s2s in the classroom--the public school classroom,
the colle ge classroom, the national 'classroom' created by
the mass media and by the operation of the American political system--is both a reflection of and a contributer to
the larger crisis of American society. It cannot be solved
unless all ,.,.ho have a stake in the remaking of American education--teachers and students, school board members and
taxpayers, public officials and civic leaders, newspaper
and magazine editors and readers, television directors and
viewers, parents and children--are alerted to what is wrong
and what needs to be done.
Silberman cited numerous problems extending from general classroom management to pupil-teacher relationships as the premise of the
educational crisis.

In general, children, parents and teachers

viewed the shoal with suspicion.

Other identifiable situations[50)

were:
1.

That schools were not responsive or adaptive to students'
needs.

2.

That childrens' learning difficulties originated as much
from the school as the home.

3.

That schools had a preoccupatior. with order, control, and
rigid classroom scheduling, and were obsessed with silence
and lack of movement both in the classroom and the school
in general.
1

4.

That tyranny of lesson plans caused routine for routine's
sake.

5.

That schools demanded letter grades in which the teacher,
who generally established inappropriate expectation levels
affecting student performance, was the sole judge and
evaluator.

6.

That schools generally lacked student involvement in curriculum planning.

7.

That schools failed to educate and prepare children not
just to earn a living but to live a life--a creative,
human and sensitive life.

8.

That schools rarely turned the responsibility over to the
students for their own learning.

9.

That inappropriate student-teacher relationships formed an
institutionalized pattern of dominance and subordination.

Some important and influential contemporary critics of education, Edgar Friedenberg, Paul Goodman,
laborated with Silberman's findings.

Jo~~

Holt, Jonathan Kozel, col-

In Holt's book,[)O] How Children

Fail, he showed how children tried to protect themselves against failure,
and in so doing, cut themselves off from living, growing and learning.
He described ways in which initiative had been taken away from children.
Kozel's book,[ 34 ] Death at an Early Age, told the shocking tale of what
ghetto schools were like for most children in Boston.

Ghetto schools,

he commented, were not unlike schools all over the United States for
children not in ghetto areas.

James E. Russell}4BJ in Change and

Challenge in American Education, discussed the shift in the philosophical and social context of eduction during the 20th century.

This shift

challenged educators to make new responses to old situations.
Prior to this national awareness of an educational crisis, educaters of the deaf were faced with their own dilemmas.
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In 1966, the

Babbidge Report awakened them to the stark reality of the educational
problems of the deaf.

The report gave impetus to the feeling that edu-

cation of the deaf was a dismal failure at best.
In October 1963, Public Law 88-136 was passed, creating the
Advisory Committee on Education of the Deaf.

A committee, appointed by

the Secretary of Health, Educati on, and Welfare in March, 1964, studied
and analyzed the problems relating to education of the deaf in the
United States.

One portion of the study revealed general achievement

problems of the deaf.

Using the Stanford Achievement Test, a median

achievement level slightly below seventh grade was disclosed for 920
students from public residential schools.[9]

Less than half of these

students received academic diplomas; their median achievement level was
eighth grade.

From the studies, their report listed recommendations

for both administrative and legislative action and was submitted in
1965.

Based on this report, the National Technical Institute and the

Model Secondary School were established. [9]
Silberman's crises in the classroom as well as the Babbidge
Report's recommendations suggested some reasons for change.

Additional

impetus for meaningful change was motivated by three trends in education itself in the 70's:

accountability; obselescence of .knowledge;

and student involvement.
1. There is a major trend toward better management in every
phase of endeavor which will elicit response toward accountability in the educational community.[26J
In his State of the Union message, President Nixon recognized
the need for innovation and improvement in government management.
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Nixon

said that private and public institutions had encountered a ceiling on
their revenues even though costs had increased.

The states, the coun-

ties and the cities faced acute problems of fiscal distress, lack of
organization, duplication and delay.

[26 1

J

He outlined a sweeping organ-

izational plan for the federal establishment as one solution within his
span of management control for more efficient and effective ways of
creating marketing and delivering services.
Cost effectiveness is a problem facing most schools today.[ 26 ]
"The drying up of funds has put pressure on our schools to be much more
businesslike and efficient."[

26

]

Efficient school management implies

more effective utilization of human resources coupled with greater use
of the existing facilities. [ 26 ]

The Stull Bill, in California, is an

example that educators must accept the principles of accountability in
managing learning.

However, implementing accountability in education,

as in big business, demands a change to a systems approach to learning
which demonstrates whether or not a change in behavior has occurred.
Innovation, i.e., different methods and organizational plans, sharpened
by invention and spurred by competition is the driving force to realize
t

. pro duc t•1v1•ty. [ 26 ]
his

2. Obsolescence of knowledge is perhaps the educator's greatest challenge. There is a continuous need for 'recycling'
the knowledge and skills of citizens in all •mlks of life.
Business and industry are now willing to become ~artners
with education per se in this recycling process.l26]

A newly evolved concept is that no amount of formal education today,
however effective, will prepare anyone to be, for long, an

efficient

practitioner of his calling, an informed and participating citizen, or

4

.
.
[ 26]
a well adJusted and happy human be1.ng .

Continuing education through-

out one's life is now as essential as eight years of schooling was
fifty years ago •.
This need implies that children must become self-propelled,
active learners.

Most schools throughout the country do not function

on the basis of that unde rstanding.
At the present time, in most schools many rigidly controlled stipulations must be accepted by everyone who enters
their portals. Basically, the school's l earning experiences a r e i mposed , involuntary, and structur ed . The pupil
becomes a capt ive audience from t he day of entry. His hours
are re gulated ; his movements in the buildi ng and within the
classroom are controlle d; his right to speak out fr eely is
curta iled. He is sub ject to countless restrictions about
the days t o attend, hours to fill, when to talk, where to
sit, length of teaching peri ods, and countless other
rules • DSi ]
Schools are not always related to the future ne eds of the child outside
school.

Generally, schools don't capitalize upon the child's intrinsi c

interest in learning, or his inquiring, imagi native spirit• [

42

]

Typically, the average classroom for hearing impaired children
does not meet these requirements.

Children generally sit in their

chairs i n a semicircle or at their desks and respond to teacher direct ed activities by standing up or walking to the front of the classroom.
Movement in and around the classroom is gene rally limited .

Deaf

students are often passive in the learning situation.
His ability to make intelli gent choices, to learn on his
o•m, to wre stle knowledge from situations is thus limited.
Education of the deaf must be concerned w~th this 'choice'
as part of the approaching age if it is to truly prepare
the deaf child for the world. The child must become dynamic in the l e arning process; he must be we aned from the
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information-giving teacher, and seek information and answers on his own. Such a habit and skill must be nurtured and
encouraged during the student's early school experience.(5]
An alternative learning environment vrhich leads to a significant change
in teacher practices for the elementary classroom for hearing impaired
children must be suggested. [ 33 ]

The teacher's problem is to adapt her

classroom and teaching approaches to allow each student to grovr and
develop as an individual.

The child who is confident of his worth as

an individual is eager to learn.

Therefore, in a classroom that makes

possible individual growth, learning takes place.

3. Students have become an effective force making it imperative that education provide more usable and dynamic experiences, opportunities and involvements. [26]
It is becoming increasingly evident that a child's ability to learn is
enhanced if it is centered upon his mm experiences, needs, and interests, and where he participates in the direction of his own learning
activities.
Advocates of open education argue, for example, that learning is a personal matter that varies for different children, proceeds at many different rates, develops best when
children, are actively engage d in their own learning, takes
place in a variety of settings in and out of school, and
gains intensity in an environment where children and childhood are taken seriously.[?]
This indicator demands an increased emphasis upon expanding the variety of learning resources which are limited only by the creativity and
willingness of the teacher to innovate.
Learning must grow out of the needs and interests of the
children in the classroom.
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There is, in addition, a conviction that learning is likely
to be more effective if it grows out of what interests the
learner rather than what interests the teacher.
To sugge st that learning evolves from the child 1 s interest
is not to propose an abdication of adult authority, only a
change in the way it is exercised. 1 With our foolish and
pedantic methods,, Rousseau wrote, 1 we are always preventing children from learning what they could learn much better
by themselves while we neglect what we alone can teach
them., [50 J
Clearly, then, our task must be to place the student at the center of
the learning experience and to shift the emphasis in the classroom from
teaching to learning.

However, these situations do not exist in the

elementary classroom for hearing impaired children.

One study[ 5 ] sug-

gested that the most active personality in the classroom was the teacher.

The teacher ge nerated 80 percent of the communication in the pri-

mary class.

Of this 80 percent, 7 5 percent was actual teacher communi -

cation, and 25 perc ent was student response to teacher - initiated communication.

The passive deaf student initiated

cent of the time.

co~~~~ication

only 3 per-

The Craig study( 5 } raised the following question:

The mnst obvious findin g in interaction in the classrooms
investi gated was the over-riding preponderance of teacherini tiated communication at ,all a ge levels and in all formal
subject areas. The degree of this domination raised the
que st ion as to whether deaf students lack the communication
ability necessary to initiate a gre ater proportion of the
co~~unication or whethe r they simply do not get the chance
to initiate this comL<unication.
Another factor of learning theory is that in order to learn,
children must be able to interact with the material. [

23

)

He must be

able to touch it, experience it, manipulate it, explore it, and play
with it.

Piaget[l9 ) through his observation of children experimenting
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with math concepts suggested:
Some of the most important assumptions are that a great
majority of primary school children can't just be told
things, that they learn basic mathematical concepts much
more slowly than adults realize, and that the patterns of
abstract thought used in mathematics must be built up from
layer after layer of direct experience of seeing, hearing,
feeling, smelling. According to Piaget, each of us needs
to forge, through direct experience, a mental scheme of the
world, with a hierarchy of meanings; a learner has to organize material and his own behavior, adapting and being
adapted in the process. He learns by his own activity.
The student must be led from a passive to an active role in order to
become an involved participant in the learning process.

The teacher,

in turn, must become a sophisticated diagnostician of learning needs
as well as a manipulator of learning strategies.

The children must

learn not only traditional academic skills and communication skills
but how to handle independence; how to sequence their own time; how to
cope with multiple choices and make intelligent selections; how to seek
information and help from multiple sources. [ 5]

The student needs to

become an active learner.
An alternate program mirroring the trends of the 70's, the
crisis in the classroom and the problems identified in the Babbidge report needs to reflect an increased understanding of the learning process and its implication for teaching.

Furthermore, it would have to

contribute toward insuring the implementation of the following objectives, [3l] in the educational system:
l. Tne system must be capao.Le of utilizing new technological

developments for education purposes.
2. The sys t em must accomodate itself to new and different
population patterns.
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3. The system must capitalize on the many other educational
forces which exist in society.

4. The system must be able to bring learners in contact with
a wide variety of realistic learning experiences.

5. The system must accomodate itself to changes in the natural
resources available to man.

6. The system must be capable of coping with increased amounts
of information.

7. The system must be concerned with economy of learning.
8. The system must emphasize the development of learning
skills.

9. The system should progressively involve the learner in
making decisions about his educational program so that ultimately the learner controls his own learning.
10. The system must emphasize human relations.
11. The system must develop broad educational specialists.
12. The system must provide the means by which individuals
can determine overriding purposes in their own lives.

13. The system must help individuals

bre~~

down the dichotomy

between work and play.
14. The system must help each individual, re gardless of characteristics and previous condition, to release the potential
he possesses.
This approach to an educational system of the future assumes
that the complex act of teaching can be broken down into simpler, more
easily identifiable skills and techniques for all students.

Further-

more, it assumes that the conditions under which these skills and
techniques are realized can be readily specified in learning activities.

In contrast

to more traditional programs, this model must pro-

vide students with a much more individually tailored program based upon
their needs, rates of learning, points of entry, pacing and sequencing
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in learning.

The students must be able to:[33]

1. move at their own rates;
2. pursue subjects of particular interest to them;

3. have time for in-depth quests;
4. benefit from a variety of reeources; and

5. perform behavior which is measurable, both in cognitive
and affective domains.
These classrooms must be operated as learning laboratories
that extend throughout the day.
Learning situations must be organized in such a way that
permits each child to view himself as -v;orthy and able to
succeed in learning tasks of increasing difficulty and complexity. The child must feel the success of working alone,
of working with children of like ability and age, of working with those whose ability and age are significantly different from hi9~]and of working as a contributing member of
a large group.L.J
One technique that meets the criteria for an educational system of the
future is the use of learning centers.

In learning centers, the child-

ren work and learn.
A classroom organized around learning cente rs gives all children a chance to grow in unique ways, to maintain their personality differences in a climate of warm understanding, and to extend their personal interests.

At the same time, learning center groupings give the

teacher a chance to guide children to questions that are significant
to them and to encounter their skills and abilities that need to be
extended, to encourage self-expression in many forms, and to guide
them towards independence.

Learning centers are especially effective
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in enabling students to gain something more in intellectual content and
skills than they would accomplish under conventional academic circumstances.
A need for productive, meaningful change is evident.
problems are both important and urgent."[50]

"OUr

Dr. Thomas Dillon,[l5]

Principal of the New Mexico School for the Deaf,

a~d

himself a deaf

man, summarized the problem by saying:
Our assignment of upgrading our educational programs for
the deaf has not bee n realized to any significant degree.
When we consider progress in terms of educational achievement, very little has been made when compared with past
years.
Our educational programs for the deaf, by and large, are
not succe eding. A study of the history of the education of
the deaf over the pas t one hundred fifty years will indicate that but few gr e at changes have been made in either
educational practices or procedures in this time. Educational problems under discus sion today were problems under
discussion in the 1800 's. Terminology has ch~~ged the
wording on the labels , but the problems are basically the
same.
The purpose of this paper, then, is to suggest one alternative
learning strategy for meaningful change, the us e of l earning centers in
the elementary classroom for hearing impaired children.
Innovation must be wei ghed and tested, but innovation there
must be . If there are any of you who believe that the future can be assured through business as usual; who believe
the ways of the past will suffi ce for the future; who believe that present institutions unmodified can serve the
future adequately, I must tell you that your view is short
and your unde rstanding meager. If we are to survive, we
must have vision . We must realize that the time is short.
Let us ge t on with the task. Let us become people who initiate meaningful change. [36]
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CHAPrER II
DEFINITION OF A LEARNING CENTER

A learning center is a self-contained module within the class room which is able to stand alone as a teaching-learning unit for
smaller concepts rather than for extensive sequences.
. 1n
. d'1v1'dua 1'1ze d • 112
t er 1s

A learning cen-

It is an area in the classroom that is es-

4
pecially designed for a particular activity to take place (Figure 1).[ 7]

.......

\
\

FIGURE 1
A MODEL OF A PRH1ARY ClASSROOM FLOOR PIAN
SHOWING LEARNING CENTER AREAS

~urphy and Efken defined individualized instruction as "a system whereby educational objectives are met by delivering the appropriate
strategy to the individual child in accordance with his diagnosed
needs."l43]
2Silberman[ 50] identifies four parts to individualized learning: l) backing of student learning activities; 2 ) use of instructional materials; 3) choices of objectives for students; and 4) selfdirected learning.
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An easel can be used for a painting center, a study carrel as a social
studies center, some tables as a science center, or even an area on the
floor for a library.

The learning center is an independent unit.

Every-

thing which the child needs for that activity is placed directly in the
learning center.

He doesn't have to look around outside the center to

find a pencil, some glue or some paper.

If that material is required

for the activity, it is found in the center.
a learning center are self-checking.

Finally, all materials in

The child doesn't need teacher

assistance to determine if his answer is right or wrong.

Instead, a

self-checking device is located with each material in the center for the
student's use.

CHARACTERISTICS OF A LEARNING CENTER [

26

)

In instructional design •••••••••••••••••· a variety of audio and
visual learning paths.
In resources ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• both print and nonprint resources available.
In student activities

affords opportunity
for independent learning experiences.

In facilities •••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • designed for independent learning through aud~
io visual experiences.
In curriculum • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • integrated in the total
instructional program.
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The basic concept of the learning center is built upon four
segments of learning theory[ 26 J.
1. New inst ructi on should begin where the student is intellectually and motivationally.
2. Learning ~ xperiences should be made as realistic as possible th rough the use of conserved experiences.

3. The student should be an active, rather than a passive,
participator in the teaching-learning experiences.

4, As much as possible, the student should be allowed to
pro gress at his own rate.
2
Allen[ ] stated that t he principal functions of the learning center revalve around personalized opportunities geared to the interests, abilities and time schedules of each student.

These personalized learning

opportunities must meet the criteria established by learning theorists.
The school's primary focus is on emotional, personal, and perceptive development. [lB]

Therefore, the learning center must be a

place where the teacher expects the student to change in his affective,
cognitive, and psychomotor behavior.

Cooley

[26]

stated that "the ap-

preaches us ed in learn i ng centers should be developmental in the sense
that they seek to individualize instruction for each student with a
curriculum that is

des i~ ed

to meet his needs.

They should also be de -

velopmental in the sense that they seek to encourage desirable affective change as well as cognitive change on the part of the student."
Since affective learning is directly related to cognitive learning,
i.e., learning of the subject matter, a student learns better when he
gains confidence in himoelf and feels that other people value him as

14

a person.

For example, when he does better school work, perhaps writing

a good sentence or story, his concept of himself will rise and his
learning will improve.
Perrone,

I
[ 4

5)

,

Barth,

( 6)

and Parker

( 44 11

defined some of the

learner expectencies and overall goals of learning centers.

4
They[ 5],

[ 6 ],[ 44 ] suggested that the learning center be designed so that each
student can:
1. Learn how to learn, think, question and problem solve creatively so that he can continue to grow throughout his life.
2. Become a productive, critical thinker, for his own and
others' benefit so that he can synthesize and apply principles and information to other areas, i.e., generalize.

3. Readily find motivation for himself in the school situation
and in life situations to initiate his own activities and
become responsible for his own learning.

4. Become self-propelling and self- directing in his learning
and conduct by eliminating the need for teacher directedness in some of the tasks in order to originate and conduct
them himself.

5. Learn to ask of himself production at his best level, no
matter what the 'assignment.'

6. Work either by himself or as a member of a group, as appropriate.

7. Learn to evaluate his own work and identify his own
strengths and weaknesses.

8. Understand that his progress is an individual matter, irrespective of the work and standards of others, but that
all can benefit from integrating various points of view.

9. Develop the qualities of self-control through inner discipline, sharing and compromise, trust, respect and sensitivity for others in order to socialize, care about and live
with other group members both in the classroom and elsewhere.
10. Use communication skills with one another in natural situations.

15

11. Develop positive attitudes about learning in order to

face new problems with confidence.
12. Develop an independent pursuit of knowledge by becomi ng

a user of information, i.e., an active learner not merely a receiver.
The student and the teacher must adopt new and different behaviors if learning centers are to be used successfully in the classroom.

Some prescribed behaviors for the student and the teacher are

as follows:
New Stude nt Behaviors
1. decision-making

2. self-responsibility; selfreliance

3. self-directedness (internallymotivated source of learning)
New Teacher Behaviors
1. classroom manager and resource

person
2. student cou_r1selor

3. facilitator of learning
4. diagnostician and evaluator
5. listener
Since learning center usage entails many indivi dualized learning experiences, some educators have erroneously concluded that its
goal is individualization of instruction.

Personalization is the goal,

not individualization.
Figure 2 by Gunselman

[26]

reveals the unique benefits that

accrue from large class, small group, and individual learning activities, i.e., learning centers.

In addition, it demonstrates how learn-

ing centers fit into the total instructional package typical of most

16

hearing impaired classrooms.

I n rectifying the weaknesses of the large

class with individual learning, the teache r and student would fail to
benefit through the interaction experience s of the small group.

In

fact, each procedure has limitations which can be ove rcome by the others and each has strengths the others do not have.

Personalization re-

quires each procedure to a certain extent in a suitable combination for
the greatest development of each student.

i%wAR D INDIVIDUALIZATION
OF INSTRUCTION
LARGE CLASS -----«~SMALL GROUP ----~ INDIVIDUAL
Goals:
Methods:
Learning Paths:
Evaluation:
Motiv ation:
Adaptation:
Facilities:

arB> Needs of Citizenship -----•S.

Needs of Society
Presentation
~
Lecture
~
Average Development
..-~
~
Extrensic
None
~
Auditoriums and Classrooms ~

Interaction
Group Discussion
Satisf <Jc tory Progress
Personalized
Limited
Conference Rooms

Needs of Individual
~ Independent Study
~ Programmed Learning
~ Mastery
~ Intrinsic
~ Complete
llf~ Carrels

FIGURE 2
A MODEL OF THE RElATIONSHIP BETHEEN lARGE ClASS
INSTRUCTION, S~ALL GROUP I NSTRUCTION , AND INDIVIDUALIZED
INSTRUCTION , I.E., LEARNING CENTERS
Learning centers provide individualized learning of factual
information and skills because this appears to be the best path through
which to learn.

Large classes, i.e., approximately 8 children in hear-

ing impaired classrooms, are used for the challenge of a lecture or
group presentation.

This, then, provides the time and
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opport~nity

for

teachers to work 1dth students in small interaction sessions, a function
for 1vhich teachers are uniquely qualified, but one which they seldom had
the time for in the past.

In combinations, all of these techniques per-

sonalize education for the student.

Technology, resources, and tech-

niques are used in the learning center, not for the purpose of assembly
lining, but for the opposite goal of customizing .or personalizing education.
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CHAPI'ER III
BUILDING A LEA.."qNING CENTER

Most teachers of hearing impaired children usually present
only one or two different methods of learning a particular section of
the curr iculum.

However, hearing impaired students vary widely in

their levels of achievement, in their readiness for further learning,
and in their communication skills.

Therefore, in order to provide each

student vli th the type of individualized instruction he needs for effective learning, a wide assortment of materials and teaching devices is
required.

A competent teacher of hearing impaired students must be able

to select and or ganize instructional materials in relation to the needs,
abilities, and interests of each one of her students.
Several different options must be open to each student.

Central

to the creation of a more individualized instructional mode in the elementary classroom for hearing impaired children is the provision for a
variety of learning environments.

The fundamental concept of using

learning centers is that they gr ow out of the basic classroom curriculum in operation by the teacher and are an additional option that a
teacher can select to reinforce, enrich, and remediate any area of this
curriculum.

The learning centers, which are established in different

content and skill areas appropriate to the particular age levels of the
children involved, provide a multiplicity and variety of curriculum
materials, tools, and other stimuli which children themselves can produce and manipulate.
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One researcher[

26

] terms centers a type of learning path and

demonstrates the relationship of learning centers to the total instructional design (Figure

3).

FIGURE 3
A MODEL OF AN INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM IN whiCH LEAR!'i"'NG
CENTERS HOULD BE USED AS A LEARNING PATH

Other learning paths that the teacher might employ are group
work, seat work, field trips, workbooks, classroom demonstrations and
experiences.

The important factor of learning centers as opposed to

a variety of other suggested learning pat hs i s that in a learning
center, learning is three-fold:

cognitive, affective, and psychomotor.

The classroom might be characterized by two major streams of
organization:

l) teaching activities, in which the teacher assumes

responsibilities for identifying and extending concepts and leading
children to formulate questions for further study and investigation;
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and

2) learning centers, where children can go by choice or by assign-

ment to engage in self-expression or to contact and interact with the
ideas of other people who have communicated in many ways--through tapes,
recordings, films, filmstrips, picture sets, books, art prints, riddles,
sculpture, and friendly conversation. [29]
The two major streams of organization are interwoven in actual
practice because one is not possible without the other.

For example,

introduction and demonstration of a set of skills by the learner should
usually be extended and exercised in one or more of the learning centers.
On the other hand, observation of study performance in the learning
centers will often suggest skills and abilities that need to be called
to the attention of the whole class or a small group.

Individual and

small group work is possible only i n an environment that provides for
on-going learning centers where children work when not in the more organized teacher-learning experiences.
To construct the learning center, an instructional systems
model must be employed.

One

[26]

suggests:

Objectives (or terminal behavior ) are determined first.
The n learning paths to guide the stude nt from his initial
behavior to reach the objectives are formulated. Methods
of adapting t o individual needs and motivating the student
are considered. Finally, a way to evaluat e the effectiveness of the instructional system is determined. This system has proved valuable in drawing up a plan for teaching
and learning.
Johns

[ 1]

suggested a similar, more complete instructional

model to be used in designing the learning center (Figure

4).

This

latter instructional model is in widespread use in many schools today.
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FIGURE 4
A MODEL OF A SYSTE!'-1ATIC INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGY

The teacher selects l earning activities based upon appropriate classroom practices, individual student differences, her perceived purpose,
a 6Taduate d sequence , and a knowled ge of the results.

A creative teach-

er should list learning centers as one learning activity to meet her
te~inal

objectives.
In addition to learning centers evolving from the general

classroom curriculum by the classroom teacher, children often originate
~~d

build their own centers.

Hhile short lived in the classroom, these

learning centers hold equal importance to that constructed by the
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teacher.

A child constructing his own centers often demonstrates high

level behaviors in the cognitive, affective and psychomotor domains
which might otherwise not become apparent.
Student originated centers often entail sharing a new game, a
stamp collection or a new puzzle.

The child might be responsible for

setting up his center activity, demonstrating its use, as well as regulating the number of children at the center and their appropriate behavior .
A center can be made in a variety of creative ways.

However,

basic to all learning centers are the following five parts:[5l]
1. an idea or a concept, i.e., a theme;
2. terminal and sub-objectives with evaluations;

3. three levels of self-checking learning activities;

4. books and other reading material; and
5. a bulletin board with a caption.
Later, as the teacher becomes more comfortable with the learning center
concept, she can modify it to fit her needs and her classroom.
An Idea Or a Concept, I.e., a Theme
Some learning centers are established as continuing centers
for the school year, and others as temporary centers for a maximum of

4 to 6 weeks, for a special study or a season.

A permanent center

might be the classroom library; a temporary center; a science center
developing the concept of things that float.
for learning centers are listed in Appendix A.
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Further suggested ideas

All centers in the classroom can have the same central theme
or central concepts.

This technique gives the room unifornrity and

high interest appeal.

An alternate method is to have different themes

in different centers.

This technique gives the room variety and di-

versification.
Terminal and Sub-objectives With Evaluations
Performance objectives in the cognitive, affective and psychomotor domains >nth suitable evaluations must be written for the learning
center as they are viTitten for any other area of the curriculum.

Learn-

ing center activities should seek to develop a variety of higher levels
in each domain.

An example might be to plan objectives based upon the

analytic level of the cognitive domain, or the organization level of the
affective domain.
Bruner

[13] discusses the concept of relevance as one technique

to achieve higher levels of behavior other than thos e typically taught
in the classroom for hearing impaired children, such as rote memory,
sometimes passed off in the guise of 'knowledge and comprehension.'
This brings us directly to the problems of relevance, that
thumbworn symbol in the modern debate about the relation of
education to man and society. The word has two senses. The
first is that what is taught should have some bearing on the
grievous problems facing the world, the solution of which may
affect our survival as a species. This is social relevance.
Then, there is personal relevance: What is t aught should be
self-rewarding, or re al, or exciting or meaningful. The two
kinds of relevance are not necessarily the same. But I do
not believe that the cure in the classroom is to be endlessly
concerned with the i mmediacy of such issues--sacrificing social r e l evance to personal excitement. Relevance in either of
its senses, depends upon what you kno~v that permits you to
move toward goals you care about. It is this kind of 'means-
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ends' knowledge that brings into a single focus
kinds of relevance} personal and social. It is
we bring knowledge and conviction together, and
requirement that faces us in the revolution in
through which we are going.

the two
then that
it is this
education

Two types of performance objectives can be written. [38]
one might

'~ite

First,

a different objective with different activities for

each child using the same center .

Secondly, one might

~ite

the same

objective for all children using the same center and employ the same or
different tasks.

Both of these systems allow for the inherent differ-

ences in all children.

One researcher(l] explains this latter concept

in more detail.
Note that the learning objectives are identical for each of
the three options. All students will achieve the same
learning goal, but they will do it in different ways.
The faculty at one Inglewood, California school( 52 ] developed
some general overall objectives for all children in learning centers:
1. To develop happy children who are successful, confident
and self-actualized.
2. To develop self-disciplined, responsible children who
have wholesome attitudes towards life, learning and themselves.

3. To develop competent students wro are able to cope with
fundamental math, science and special science concepts because they are necessary to answer important questions and
to solve problems.

4. To develop children who write because they want to record
and to convey thoughts.

5. To develop readers who are increasingly fluent and who
enjoy learning.

6. To develop independent, critical thinkers who are selfpropelled and continuing learners.
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Each level of the center can be expanded in two ways.

First,

it can be expanded vertically, different activities on the same level
reinforce the original idea.

This expansion might be used with child-

ren who need more reinforcement on the first level before proceeding to
the second level.

Secondly, a center can be expanded horizontally,

more steps between levels for the child who can not make the transition
in one jump.

This expansion is also used to enrich each level.

Hori-

zontal development is particularly useful for the third level or final
level of the center for children who have a continued interest in the
center.

Enriching activities can be added.

At this point, children

can branch off into their own areas of study and pursue personal areas
of interests.
Three Levels of Self-checking Learning Activities
In order for a child to learn at his own speed and in his own
style, we must try to obtain the correct materials for each student.
If a child learns best from printed materials, then these should be used
for him.

If he learns best from visual materials, then filmstrips,

slides, movies, etc., should be used.

This does not me an, however,

that only specially created materials will be used in an individualized
program.

wnile there are many special materials that can and should be

used, if at all possible, regular classroom materials will have to be
and can be used with great success.

The most important idea to remember

is not what materials you should be using, but how you are using the
materials you do have or can easily obtain.
The general relationship between the teacher, the child and
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the ' stuff, '

tl

....

the special facilities and conditions under which

students with a wide variety of abilities and interests can make the
minimum use of their time and energy in learning centers,"[ 26 ] is demonstrated in Figure 5.

The 'stuff' lists some materials to put in a

learning center as well as the types of learning centers to develop.

INTEREST AREAS
1. Reading area:

rug or piece of old carpet, easy
chairs, book shelves, books, etc.
2. Math area:
tables, workbooks, rulers, yardstick,
measuring tapes, balance scales,
string, pebbles, shells, rocks, bottle
tops, bottles, etc.

I

CHILD

3. Science arell:

7\

rocks, shells, leaves, animals, small
motors, batteries, bulbs, candles,
wire.

~

STUFF

' 4. Music area:
musical instruments of various kinds.

5.

Junk area:

empty cereal and soapboxes, egg cartons, cardboard boxes, pieces of
wood, etc.

6. Cooking area:
cooking utensils, small stove, cooking material, jars, measuring materials, cook book, etc.

7. Art area:
lar ge sheets of paper, crayons, paint
brushes, water colors, pencils, coloring books, etc.

8. Educational technology stuff area:
records, filmstrips, videotape,
closed-circuit television, cassette
tape recordings , typewriters, etc.

9. Any other centers that you add ••••••
FIGURE 5
A MODEL OF THE RElATIONSHIP BETw'EEN THE TEACHER,

THE CHILD AI\TD THE
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I

STUFF I

When choosing materials, a teacher must remember that

1) they

must fit the needs, abilities and interests of the learner for which
they were intended;

2) they must fit the learner's own particular

style of learning; and

3) they must fit the pace which he will set for

himself. [ 32 ]
The 'stuff' should be organized into three levels of difficulty, an easy level, an intermediate level, and a hard level as designated by the performance objectives.

Each l evel of mat erial should be

marked so that the childre n understand to proce e d from l eve l to level.
An additional way to individualize in learning centers is to phase
children in at different levels according to their needs and their
abilities, as determined by pre-test evaluati ons.
The 'stuff' in the learning center is comprised of both instructional materials as well as instructional technology.

Perrone[45]

lists several types of instructional materials a teacher can include
in the learning center.
1. commercial materials - ex: textbooks;
2. common materials fr om the local community;

3. outside environmental materials;
4. teacher made materials - ex: reading games;
5. student made materials - ex: games ;

6. Teaching Learning Units (TLU);

7. Learning Activity Packages (LAPS);

B.

UNIPAC - a self contained set of teaching-learni ng materials de si gned to teach a single concept and structured for
individual independent use;

9. programmed learning material - ex: paper-penci
programs, and
10. manipulative aids.
Murphy and Efken[ 43 J, _and Drumheller[l 6 ]

suggeste~

several

types of instructi onal t echnology for use in learning cent"' :·s.

Silber-

man [50] pointed out that "in learning centers, the teacher ·must make
sure that the media doesn't dominate the me ss age , and t hat
are first of all persons.

One must avoid the mechanical

~e rsonnel

c ~~ ll

that

can characterize t echnology."
1. Photographic Techniques - ex: polaroid cameras ;
2. Pro grammed Instruction - ex: E-Z Ed Machine, Pr •,--.gram
Master;

3. Project LIFE;

4. The Learning Wall, etc.;

5. Television - ex: closed circuit; video tape;
6. Teaching Machines - ex: computer managed instru·,· ~ i on, compute r aided instruction, II ;· (Indivi duali zed Instruct ion Proje c'( ; ;

7. Filmstrip projectors;
8 . Film loops;

9. Overhead projectors;
10. Typewriters;
11. Cassette tape recorders;
12. 8mm or 16mm movies;
13. Record players; and
14. Slide projectors.
All of the instructional material and instructional

~ echnology

for one center should be well organized at that center.

The teacher

should arrange the material to represent the three levels of learning.
For example, the teacher can divide the learning center table into
three sections using masking tape or a marker.

In level one, the

easiest level, she might place some simple manipulative, self-checking
games.

A child working on level one would sit at that place and work

with that material.

In level two, the intermediate level, she might

place some programmed learning materials, a higher level than the simple
manipulative games in level one .

Both materials in level one and level

two would relate to the same concept or theme and would indicate progressive levels of learning as desi gnated in the performance objectives
for that center.

Level three might have some slides in a slide projec-

tor with a follow-up work sheet to demonstrate the child's ability t o
generalize his concepts from all three levels to a new area.
The teacher must

pl&~

the center carefully.

Because a learning

center is self-containe d, all necessary materials must be located at the
center.

A good motto to follow is 'a plac e for everything and every-

thing in its place. '

For example, if level two in the center requires

paper, pencils, eras ers, scissors and glue , these items should be
placed in a box on the table at the center.

Once the child is situa-

ted at the center for work, he should never have to leave the center to
look for supplies and materials.

All materials should be placed in ap-

propriately marked boxes or folders.
A designated place for the student's completed and in-progress
papers should be available at the center.
are:
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Some suggested techniques[ 35 ]

1. Folder System: Each student has a folder in "'ihich he keeps

his material. The teacher checks the folder
as often as is necessary.
2. Composition Book: If only one subject is at the center, a
composition book works very ,.,ell. It is
self-contained and easily evaluated.

3. Subject Folder System: Each supject area has a folder.

Each
student using that center puts his paper in the center folder when he is
finished. The teacher then goes
through the folder at the center.

1+.

Student Record Books, Graphs and Record Papers:
The teacher may wish to devise these with
the objective written at the side.

4. An Answer Can: A coffee can with a slit in the lid is an exce lle nt place for younger children to place
their papers when completed. The can can be
gaily painted and placed at the center for
the children's use.
Books
At least one book relating to the theme of the center should be
located at the center.

Other books can be added as they are found by

the child and the teacher.
book as a resource tool.

The child should be encouraged to use the
An example of its use at an art center might

be with a child working with clay. ' He is unable to think of anything
creative to construct.

The teacher assists the child in thumbing

through the book concerning clay construction to stimulate some ideas.
A Bulletin Board With Caption
The bulletin board can be made by the teacher, by the students
or as a joint project by both.

Sometimes, the bulletin board results
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from the center and serves as a place to exhibit the work that has been
completed in the center.

The bulletin board should be completed with

a caption, which cannot be answered with a 'yes' or a 'no' answer.

In

general, the bulletin board and caption serve to depict the general
theme of the center and to pull it together so that it looks like a
learning unit as well as to add some aesthetic, warm value to the area.
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CHAPI'ER IV
IMPLEMENTllrG A LEARNING CENTER

No change in a school happens in isolation.

Principals,

supervisors, and other school administrators and teachers together play
an important role in implementing it.

As a way of integrating the

learning centers into the curriculum in an elementary classroom for
hearing impaired children, five alternatives[

26 ] are presented.

1. Install the technology and then try to find the ways of
getting the staff to become interested in utilizing it.
This particular approach suggests that it is better to
start with the technology which then places pressure on
the faculty to make use of the hardware which has been
installed.
2. The second approach is to work with the faculty in reconceptualizing their courses and the program. This particular alternative suggests that if the faculty does the
careful planning they

,~,ill

e·ventuall:,r arrive a:t a. point

where they see the necessity for installing technological
systems.

3. A third strategy is to develop instructional media centers
to place them a, close to the faculty as possible.
This particular alternative suggests that the faculty is
more likely to use technology if it is r eadily available
and accessible and if i ts resources are related directly
to their content field.

bu ~

4. Another strategy is to purchase commercial materials to
be used in the instructional program and then to move from
the commercially prepared materials to locally prepared
materials or as a minimum, the adaptation of the commercially prepared materials. This particular strategy suggests that the faculty needs to have some idea as to
what technology can do for them before they will begin to
utilize and produce their own.
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5. Another plan is to raise the basic question with the
faculty as to what l e arning r eally me ans. This particular
approach goes beyond No. 2 above in that it suggests that
basic question of learning and instruction be approached
which ultimately will lead to decisions about utilizing
hardware and software.
This latter suggestion is the most practical because the concept of learning is examined; learning strategies which enable it can
be analyzed.

A number of schools reported successful programs to get

the faculty involved in using learning centers.

Some schools made use

of a short workshop or inservice training for the faculty.

In these

workshops, attention was given to writing behavioral objectives, spelling out instructional procedures, sequencing instruction, developing
media as a part of the instructional scheme, and contriving new and
better ways of evaluating the performance of the students. [
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)

The

type of individual who is responsible for the learning center, i.e.,
the teacher, also has much to do with its utilization and develop-

[26]

men t •

As a

teache~begins

to use learning centers as a new learning

path, she should move gradually into the expanded program.

w-nile in-

tegrating learning centers into curriculum is dependent upon teacher
involvement, it is also contingent upon student participation.
Featherstone[ 22 ) suggested several ways to initiate student participation in individualized learning activities.

Later, these activities

can be developed into learning centers.
Since nothing in schools happens in isolation, patterns of
individual learning in learning centers can develop in one
area of the curriculum and spread to others. Thus for
some British schools, art was the first subject in which
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children were encouraged to work on their own ;nth real
paint (not water colors) and huge pieces of paper; others
experimented with individual 'movement' and mime and interpretive dancing in their PE classes; some introduced the
musical instruments devised for children by the German composer, Carl Orff; and, as my second report points out,
many schools are now discovering that mathematics is a
great catalyst for change.
The key to integrating learning centers into the classroom is
to involve both the teacher and the students in building and setting up
the center, in locating materials, in establishing appropriate rules
for behaviors, and in determining performance objectives and learning
activities to meet them.

Students can suggest what they want to learn,

how they want to learn it, and when they want to learn it.
Featherstone[ 22 ] elaborated on student-teacher involvement by
saying:
Everything depends on the teacher's confidence that children
can learn with these methods. Wnere teachers and children
are used to a strict timetable and traditional classroom instruction, it is best to proceed gradually; successful small
steps are the only way to gain confidence. Wise heads of
schools making the transition from formal to informal methods
often start with a pair of willing teachers--with the idea
that two people encourage each other, help create materials,
and cheer one another up when things go badly . Many teachers
be gin by allowing the children one fre e period in the day,
when free writing , paintin g, and working with mathematical
apparatus is encouraged. As the children get used to working
on their own, the t e achers gradually extend the free period,
and start· altering the layout of the classrooms. In schools
where math is the focus of change, a teacher will introduce
a free math period--usually Friday afternoon--in whi ch different kinds of mathematical apparatus and home-made materials are set up for the children to tinker with. After some
of these free math periods, teachers often find the children
becoming interested in recording the results of their activities in pictures, charts, graphs , and essays--this last
introducing 'English' in t~e form of free writing on mathematics. Teachers may decide that one period is not enough
for the children, and so they extend the time to let them
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pursue a piece of work to the end.
The daily and weekly schedules for using learning centers are
an important consideration.
decision is made.

Several factors must be weighed before the

First, the teacher must determine if the students

have been independent learners in previous situations.

Secondly, the

teacher must consider the language level and general achievement level
of each student.

She must decide how much 'out of class time' she can

spend collecting material and planning the centers.

She must determine

the amoru1t of paraprofessional help she can reasonably expect.

Having

answered each questiqn, the teacher can implement her program accordingly to the children's needs as well as her own.
An example of determining the appropriate amount of time might
be a situation in which the children have never been on their own or
in centers .

If the teacher selects a half-hour daily; her decision

would be inappropriate.

The length of time is too long.

Non-indepen-

dent learners can not become independent learners over night simplyby
being put into centers .
A better decision would be to conduct centers for 5 minutes
daily for two weeks.

The children would have just enough time to get

to the center, sit down, look at the material and then leave.
they will have learned several things during that time.
derstand that there is a center in the room.

However,

They will un-

They will understand that

they are to report to the center which has been assigned to them.
will understand that centers last for a specific length of time.

Other

concepts, behaviors, learning tasks, and clean- up procedures can be
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worked

as the time span increases.

o~

In the beginning, children must have positive feelings towards
centers.

It is far more important for a child's beginning acquaintance

with learning centers to leave a sweet taste in his mouth and a strong
desire to return rather than frustration and anxiety.
After the second week, the time can be increase to 8 minutes,
10 minutes, 15 minutes, etc., as appropriate.

As the time increases,

the teacher and the children have time to alter their roles and to get
accustomed to new concepts gradually and comfortably.
Older, more independent children can be involved initially in
setting their own time limits.

The teacher must make sure that they

understand what time centers begin and end.

If the group is very cur-

ious, they can be shown on a clock or a timer can be set.
they

kno~

what to expect and what is expected of them.

In turn,

A good idea is

to pick the same time each day for centers.
The children must be taught how to use centers in order to
learn and to become independent.

If there is media in the center, i.e.,

a slide projector, the child must know now to operate it and what to
do if it becomes malfunctioning. [l7 ]

Over the past decade, deaf educa-

tion has had a heavy emphasis on the use of media in individualized
instruction.

In 1969 , the Symposium on Research and Utilization of

Education Media for Teaching the Deaf emphasized individualizing instruction.

However, the actual impact and results of technology in

classrooms for the deaf is disappointing.

One reason might be that we

have trained everyone in the use of technology and individualized learn-
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ing except the students themselves.

; [e

have not provided them with op-

portunities to interact with media and use it as valid sources of information in learning centers. [ 5)

To insure student success in learn-

ing centers, teachers must spend as much time as necessary to teach
the child how to use the media and the materials in the center in order
to learn.
Once learning centers are in operation in the classroom, they
can be introduced to the children in two ways.

A teacher who is new in

using centers should rely upon one of these two ways in the inception.
Later, she can develop other successful techniques to introduce them
herself.
First, a center can be introduced to the whole class during a
structured lesson in language, reading, or math.

The work begins in

the structured lesson and is later moved to the center.

The teacher

should involve the children by letting them gather up the papers and
carry them over to the center.

Once a basic format is taught , it can

appear again in other centers without a structured, formal lesson preceding it.
A second technique is to take the children over to the center
and let them sit beside it on the floor or on chairs.

They can try out

some of the learning activities in free play, assisted by the teacher
when necessary.
The approach that the teacher takes must be dependent upon the
children in the room, the amount of guidance and assistance they need,
and the complexity of the center itself.

A simple center will require

less direction.

A more complex center will demand greater teacher

guidance.
Together, children and teachers plan ways of using the learning centers efficiently and effectively.[2B]
to work in assigned centers.

Some days may be devoted

The teacher can do all of the assigning

based upon the needs of the children, and according to which center she
thinks will fit that need best.

This assures that every child has a

variety of experiences in all curriculum areas.

Other days may be de-

voted to work in self- selected centers with controls being placed on
the number of children who can be accommodated in any one center.

The

teacher assigns some centers and allows free choice of others, or free
choice is allowed in all centers.

This assures that each child can

pursue his personal interests and explore new ones in an atmosphere
free from the pressures of testing and reporting.

Older, more sophisti-

cated learners can select centers appropriate to their needs, diagnosed
in self-evaluation.
Some of the day may be devoted to large group activities, with
the teacher or children in charge.

This assures a degree of unity in

the group, regardless of the range of ability or age.

It also assures

that the teacher can expose children to skills and abilities with increasing challenges and introduce new materials and ideas that are being
placed in the learning centers for independent work.
Perrone[ 45 ] sees center
sonal plan of action each day.

a~tivities

as being based upon a per-

He commented that:
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In the planning session, everyone draws up a personal plan
for the day. The teacher ge nerally uses this occassion to
call attention to ne,·r additions to the learning centers and
new possibilities for using outside resources. She can arrange at that time to meet with certain groups of children
too. The teacher then moves about the room, working with
individual children and small groups. She asks questions,
sugge sts other resources for extension of a particular activity, encourages, listens, and learns.
Perrone's concept of planning at the time that centers are assigned and
selected is to introduce any new material for the center, to locate
children who feel they will need help, and in general, to move into the
new roles.
The center that the child should go to can be designated in a
number of different ways.
color coding.

For younger children the teacher can use

Various colors of string are placed at the door.

child is identified as blue for the center time.
hat to further the identification.

One

He might wear a blue

He finds the blue string and follows

it to the center in which everything in that center is color coded blue.
For example, all of the materials are put in a box that is 'painted blue,
the bulletin board might have a blue border, and the chair and table
might be covered with blue paper or material.

The string can be used

for the next few days until all children have had a chance to go to
different centers.

Later, the hats and strings can also be eliminated

and appropriate language can be used to identify the center.

This

hierarchy works from an easy level to a harder level and eliminates
visual clues as the child learns to rely upon language.
Painted clothes pins can be used.

The child takes a clothes

pin from a picture of the center to which he wants to go.
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He wears the

clothes pin while at the center.

The number of clothes pins designates

the number of children who can go to the center.

For older children,

the name of the center can be written on the clothes pin.
Older, more advanced children can sign up for the center.
centers can be optional, others required by the teacher.

Some

Contracts can

also be used in which they agree with the teacher which centers they
will go to and what work they will perform at the center.
A contract is designed as a single or multi - concept program for
student learning which contains:[B]
1. mutually agreed upon learning activities;
2. choice of materials or media;

3. choice of options for learning;
4. learning at student's own pace; and

5. check-out

provisions~

Both the teacher and the students must assume new roles for
learning center activities.

The students must understand appropriate

behaviors while at the center.

For example, the teacher must determine

what she expects from the students if they need help in the center.

She

must decide, in advance, if they should raise their hands and wait,
stand up and wait, call her name, or go to her with their questions.
An important behavior that the children must learn is their
responsibility in the center.

One portion of it is their role in clean

up at the end of center time.

One can do a variety of things.

child can clean up the centers for a week.
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One

Each child might have his

o-wn center to clean up and to maintain.

The teacher should establish

what their responsibility is and how they will take care of it.

A

teacher should not have to spend her valuable time cleaning centers after the children have left the area.
hm.; to clean up.
the center.

Sometimes, children must be taught

Children can also be responsible for the supplies at

If the paper box is empty, they can fill it.

All of these

are very important learning processes.
Silberman[ 50] summarized a child's responsibility and its inherent value by saying:
This final segment is cleanup time; at a prearranged signal
the children stop what they are doing and put the learning
center back in shape. Even cle aning up, can provide an opportunity for learning , since children are involved in
sorting, matching, arranging and separating materials and
in working with one another.
Adults play many roles in the center work.

Children engage in

a variety of activities, working both individually and in small groups.
A student's progress is at a rate appropriate to his capacities, interests, and stage of development rather than at a rate prescribed either
by a teacher, curriculum, or graded grovpings.

In this type of setting,

with a decreased pupil-teacher ratio, direct teaching is limited.

The

teacher's primary role is one of observing, stimulating, and assisting
children in their learning.

In this setting, teachers must be pre-

pared to diagnose the most common learning problems that children have
and be prepared to work with individual children on these problems.
r, r~ 1

BrownL~VJ

commented further about the teacher's new role in

learnirig center activities.

"The teacher is free for those aspects of
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education which he or she is uniquely capable of doing, namely to
question, to imagine, to invent, to appreciate, to act as a model, as
a guide, a counselor and fellow-searcher after truth, after values and
after meaning and understanding."

The teacher moves around the room

working with individual children or small groups.
Brown[lO] cited the use of paraprofessionals in center work.
Paraprofessionals might be teacher aids, student volunteers, or parents
who assist the teacher and the children during center time.

She[lO] com-

mented that:
In an individualized program which centers around each child's
needs, teachers have found the value of assistance in the form
of paraprofressional aids, volunteer parents or peer tutors.
In general, services fall into four categories:
1. General he lp to relieve the classroom teacher of nonprofessional chores .
2. Special help to an individual Chl~a or to a small group
of children to reinforce the efforts of the teacher in
such subject areas as reading, mathematics, language input and correction, speech assistance, science, etc.
) . Enrichment of the school curriculum in areas requiring
special talents, ski lls, or abilities, i.e., parent
abilities.
The most val uable service that a paraprofessional can render in a classroom for hearing impaired children is to constantly give, use, reinforce
and correct language patterns with the children during center time.
these natural situations, hearing impaired children begin to use communication freely.
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CHAPI'ER V
EVALUATING A LEARNING CENTER

The most important aspect in a learning center is the constant
evaluation of it in a variety of ways and of the learning that takes ·
place within that center.

Johns suggested "that evaluation is the best

kind of cognitive learning."

The value of continued evaluation was

suggested by the project director[

46 ] of Project R-3 in San Jose,

california who said:
The evaluation desi gn provides for an assessment of progress toward the goals of the project, both in the areas
of ac hievement and attitudes. A major part of the effort
focuses on evaluation for program improvement. Suggestions
for program improvement were made to the project director .
There is evidence that the project has benefited greatly
from these contributions.
rl.r-1

MagerL~J identified the essential element of evaluation as

the improvement of educational efforts .

He commented that, ''unless we

act to evaluate our success in influencing subject matter approach tendencies, we can't substitute any claims we might make in that direction."
Mager

[41]

.

beglns evaluation with clearly defined goals.

He

explains further that:
When clearly defined goals are lacking , it is impossible to
evaluate a course or program efficiently, and there is no
sound basis for select ing appropriat e materials! content!
or instructional methods. Another important reason for
stating objectives sharply relates to the evaluation of
the degree to which the learner is able to perform in the
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manner desired. Tests or examinations are the mileposts
along the road of learning and are supposed to tell the
teacher and the student the degree to which both have been
successful in their achievement of the course objectives.
But unless goals are clearly and firmly fixed in the minds
of both parties, tests are at best misleading; at worst,
they are irrelevant, unfair, or useless. To be useful
they must me asure performance in terms of the goals. un~
less the programL1er himself has a clear picture of his instructional intent, he will be unable to select test items
that clearly reflect the student's ability to perform the
desired skills, or that will reflect how well the student
can demonstrate his acquisition of desired information.
Mager[ 40) enumerated two different kinds of evaluation which
follow his suggested pattern of testing to determine performance and
competency, in a learning center .
i.e., how we might do better.

One kind was process evaluation,

Process evaluation is an assessment of

whether the students appear to be as willing to approach the subject at
the end of the learning experience as they were 'vhen it began.

A second

kind of evaluation deals with results, i.e., tells us something about
how well we are doing.

This assesses how well the principles of con-

dition and consequence were applied.

.

Flgure 6
North[
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[26] sets a framework for discussing evaluation.

listed three categories of variables which must be considered

in any evaluation process.

These three different measures of evalua-

tion are as follows:
1. standardized tests;
2. local comparison of subjects; and

3. percentage achieving objective(s).
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Effect

Variable
1
Method

Learnin~

Population

Measure

Individuals

Standardized Test

Outcome
Materials 2

Attitudes5

Course

Local Comparison of
Subjects

Arrangement3

Usage6

School

Percentage Achieving
Objective

FIGURE

6

A MODEL OF THE FRAMEWORK FOR EVALUATI NG LEARNING
CENTERS \'IITHIN THE ClASSROOM

~ethod.

Evaluating video tapes, audio tapes, cassette
tapes, single concept films, programmed instruction or some
other teaching method we wish to investigate.

~aterials.

To compare two different materials presented by
the same method. Thus, you mi ght compare one audio tape
program with another one on film to determine which of the
two is more effective .

3Arrangement. The use of carrels as compared with other
places of study, large class instruction as opposed to small
class instruction, or individually paced instruction as compared with group paced instruction.

4Learning Outcomes.

Do students learn more; do they learn
less, or is there no significant difference?

5Attitudes. Do students like a method better~ or do they not
l'ke it as well? Do teachers like it better ? wnat does the
faculty think about video tape, audio tape, concept projectors,
independent study? Likes, dislikes, preferences, and opinions
all involve attitudes and these are a...."'l important element in
evaluation.
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6usage.

How much are methods or materials used?
hours a day do students go to the center?

How many

Evaluation of the learning center activity utilizes three different people; the teacher, her students, and their parents[ 4 J.

Each

type of evaluation adds valuable information to the composite picture.
From this feedback, the instructional system used in the learning center should be revised or re-designed if necessary, improved and upgraded, when applicable.

In summary, the evaluation is used to improve

educational instruction in order to increase learning in the cognitive,
the affective, and the psychomotor domains.
Evaluations By Teachers
Project R-3[ 46 ] cited a number of different measures for the
teacher to use in evaluating the learning center.

The criteria sug-

gested that the teacher:
1. Set realistic goals and keep them highly visible.
2. Specify measurable behavioral objectives for each goal.

3. Choose tests whose content reflects program instructional
objectives.

4. Develop and maintain an individual progress record card
for each component.

5. Provide a balance between affective and cognitive learning.

6. Stress inductive learning.
7. Provide for both the most able and the least able student.
8. Develop a variety of learning experienceso

Tr~s

criteria implies that one method of evaluation

~~ :~r

to determine if the student has reached the tenuinal

the teacher

~t~ ~ctive

of each

level of the center as well as its sub-goals.
The teacher can develop pre- and post-te sts ::
learning, i.e., a change in behavior, has occurred
increase in the score, i.e., the number correct,

~=t ermine

if

An

center.

i~

fro=: ~ =

pre-test to

the post-test would indicate the necessary change in ·:=::.E.:rior demonstrating learning.

A decrease or similar score

le arning has taken place.

woul~ : ~ ~cate

no

In evaluating the termina::. ·:-: :-_a.vior, the
= ~~

teacher must also identify whether or not the stude n:
desi gnat ed criteria set up for each level.

Both the

non-achieved objectives are valuable indicators for

reached the

s: :~ ~ve d

e~:::

and the

l earning

center.
While the pre-tests and post - tests yield data ::" cumulative
learning, other intermittent evaluators can also be

~se~.

A teacher

might insert several short quizzes, i.e., curriculum

~~:de d

check lists into the center.

~ ~:

Self-tests can also be

student in the learning center can check his own

Intermittent

the teacher the data that she needs to determine

Both types

~ ~~lar ly,

it is to allow the entire unit to be completed, only ::
little or no learning has taken place.

in which the

pr o ~" -= ~ ~ .

are important as it is far wiser to determine progre ss

tests, or

~sc over

=~~·~tors

whe t j=~

than
that

give

:r not she

should expand the center vertically or horizontally.
To evaluate learning centers by performance
is only one suggested

tecD~ique .

WD~le
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:::':.~-:

::--:i ves alone

a valuable one, : : is by no

means the only way.

A pilot study[ 5 ] on primary age deaf children by

the Southern Metropolitan Association in Illinois, sugsest other ereative ways to evaluate the use of learning centers in their open class
program.

They are collectins data fr om achievement test scores, time

studies, and teacher judgments for a long range, over all evaluation of
their program.
1. The Stanford Achievement Tests. Form Wand Form X, will
be administered four different times to the group of
children. Data from the achievement test scores will be
compared and analyzed.
The Burnett Reading Test. Form A and Form B \dll also be
administered three different times. Achievement test
scores will be compared to find the degree of gain over a
designated period of time.
2. Time study data will be collected for each child on a daily
basis. Measurements will be taken of the elapsed time from
the child be ginning work with selected material to his request for assistance or interaction by the teacher. Timers
\dll be activated when the student begins work and stopped
by activation of an assistance light. Elapsed time of
each sequence will be recorded.
Time study data will be analyzed to determine the time span
that subjects are able to work independently. A student 's
failure to interact with materials over a ten minute period
would constitute a failure and be recorded as a failure to
interact. Excessive failures and excessive requests for
assistance would serve as a guideline to determine compe tence of material and/or the child's inability to handle
independence.

3. Teacher judgment will be used in defining each commercial
type of material. An analysis of the best types of prepared materials will be undertaken.
Learning Centers used in the North Dakota school system
are evaluated with another criteria.
mining:

[14]

The evaluation includes deter-

1. the level of pupil participation vli th adults;

2. adult identification;

3. peer interaction;

4. the content and structure of interaction; and
5. the level of activity and involvement.
It is, however, impossible for the average classroom t eacher to evaluate
children in all of these ways at one time.

Instead, the teacher can

select one or t\vo i t erns to evaluate the child in otr.er ways besides
through the use of performance objectives.

During the year, as she uses

centers and becomes more comfortable with them, she can add these other
ways of evaluating the total learning process occurring in each center
with each child.

These added evaluators will give her a well-rounded

picture of the learning activities.
An example of its use might be a teacher
centers with a new class for the first time.
been independent learners.

be gir~ing

learning

The children have never

She might wish to evaluate the center in

terms of performance objectives as suggested in Project R-3 . [

46 ] In

addition, she might want to evaluate the l evel of pupil participation
~~th

adults to plot a l earning curve for gaining independence.

By re-

cording the number of contac ts that each chi ld has with any adult in
the classroom during the center time, the teacher plots the child's
growth of independence on a chart, sharing the information with the
child so that he can see his gains.
stand

.....'t- .....

~

WUtl.v

..: ....

.i.'=>

a..r."'l

In turn, he can begin to under-

appropriate, rewarde d behavior on l1is part.

In the beginning, it would be
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~"'lticipated

that he would have a

number of contacts with the teacher for constant reinforcement, correction, and assistance.

In general, this behavior would demonstrate

his lack of ability to be an independent learner.

As learning occurred,

i.e., he became more independent, he would need less and less teacher
interaction and support.

The number of interactions would decrease and

could be directly correlated with a new learned affective behavior,
independence.

What is learned then, is competence as well as a type of

performance.
An observant teacher could correlate this figure with certain
learning situations in which she could directly predict from previous
performance on similar activities the amount of independence that the
learner would manifest in a similar following activity.

She could then

establish additional situations in which to give him more independence
in these alternative situations as well.

The beauty of evaluation is

that it guides the teacher to establish learning strategies that fit the
exact needs of each child in her classroom.

Without evaluation, the

program she runs in learning centers is meaningless and wasteful of the
student's time as well as inappropriate to his needs.
Another type of teacher evaluation is observations.

Again,

the teacher must identify first certain types of behavior that she
wishes to observe.

A unit of behavior can be determined.

A skilled

observer can identify behaviors and gather baseline data from which to
plot learning curves for the individual child.

This method of data

collection and evaluation is particularly useful in tracking deviant
or inappropriate behavior in the center or in the child's learning
skills in general.
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The observation should include the following:[
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1.-. The -numbe:r ·of -occurrences.: of the behavior per unit time.
2.~

.Tfle '" incidents -that : precede'ct it.

3.' .TF:ie -situation at the -time the deviant behavior occurred.
4.- .Tne c;way ·the --behavior -·was handled by the adult.
Observational jiata. ---can :-.b e -"recordeQ.-: oh-- anecdotal records or on score
sheets • .
An · example ·:of -the -usefulness of observations might be a teacher
who notes that -:one child ·rages - into : a - t ·emper tantrum at certain times
during centers; . She -nctes -the -numher of times that the tantrum occurs
during a given -unit -length -Of : time-, . ex: learning center periods for onehalf the time -"each

day~

She plGt s - the center that the child is in, the

activity, and-all -events that preceded and followed it.
her data, she

· notices -that ~ every -time

an

acti~~ty

In reviewing

involving a piece of

media occurs -in -the center; the child rages into a temper tantrum.
From ··this information, she can -begin to pinpoint the problem
in more detail.

She can ask such

quest~ons

as:

1. Can the child operate -with 100 percent accuracy each
piece of equipme nt in the center?
2. Can the child~se the media appropriately after it is
operational? .

3. Does the child. know· vlhat · to do if the machine becomes inoperable?

4. Is -the task - mult-i~ media - or single --medi-a ?

5. Are there· -other distracting forces in the center causing
too much stimuli at one -=- time·?
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t.
She can begin to answer these questions by using further observations as well as some adult reinforcement.

She might become in-

volved in the activity or use a paraprofessional in the classroom,
i.e., a teacher aid.

First, she might assist the child in gaining pro-

ficiency and confidence in the task.

She can add additional learning

experiences as becomes appropriate to meet the child's needs.
can work as an associate in the center, or as a helper.

A peer

However,

without constant observation and evaluation, the teacher would never be
able to identify the behavior and solve the problem.
Klein[ 5l] devised a two-fold check list 1 as an additional evaluator to be used by the teacher.
list as she plans the center.

First, the teacher completes the check

As she checks off each item, the teacher

certifies that the center is complete and that it meets the criteria
established for learning centers.
planning.

This initial evaluation is used for

Secondly, the teacher uses the checklist during the course

of the center to note additions or changes in the center as well as to
evaluate the center in total, upon completion of it in the classroom.
The teacher can scan the form and make notations next to each type of
material used.

This evaluation can be filed in a record keeping book

which goes along with other center ideas.

The next time that the

teacher wishes to construct a similar center, she can remove the record
from her book as a permanent reminder of the preceding activities.

The

checklist was widely used in one school, using learning centers in a
majority of its classrooms.
1

Teachers reported that they revised it for

see Appendix B.
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,,_

their own needs but that basically it served as an excellent starting
point, particularly for teachers new to the concept of learning centers
in a classroom for hearing impaired children.
Evaluations By Parents
Another reviewer should be the parents of the children in the

classroo~.

Lewis( 3?] evaluated a non-graded program using a followup

survey in which parents were asked to list strong and weak features of
her non-graded program.

She learned that the attitudes of the students

and their parents towards her non-graded program were primarily posi tive.
Similar surveys and questionnaires can be designed by the
classroom teacher to give parents an opportunity to voice their sentiments and opinions.

Some parents may have nothing to contribute;

others may have a wealth of material to share with the classroom teacher.

Parent's evaluations serve a two-fold purpose.

First, evaluation

involves them in curriculum planning and the total educational process
of their children.

One study(20] demonstrated convincingly that par-

ent's attitudes play a larger role in a child's life than anything the
school does on its own.

As parent involvement and positive support is

vital to a program for hearing impaired children, a parent's evaluation
suggesting their relative position regarding the child's use of learning centers in the classroom is salient.

Secondly, their opinions,

suggestions and ideas add to the information that the classroom teacher
will use to improve instruction in the learning center.

Evaluations By Children
The children in the classroom can also become skilled evaluators.

Group meetings, daily summaries, both oral and written, indivi-

dual student conferences and IITitten reports by older children can all
serve as important sources of evaluation on the part of children.

If

the children have been highly involved in the process of initiating the
center, constructing it and determining the original goals, they can
offer substantial information on its effect of their own learning patterns within them.
Perrone[ 45 ] suggested one type of student evaluator.
At the end of the day, the children can come together again
to share and to evaluate what they have learned or found
particularly intere s ting in the learning center that day.
At times, there are dramatic presentations and readings of
one's favorite poems or stories.
For the hearing impaired children, these daily summaries can serve as
excellent opportunities for their natural language to be used, corrected
and reinforced.
Ask younger children leading questions to determine their
feelings about the learning centers.
ters fun?

Do you like centers?

Are cen-

Structure the language for the questions to fit into the

framework of the child's language level.

Use types of words and syn-

tactical structures that the children understand.
The feedback you get from the children should tell you whether
or not they really like the center activities.

One must remember that

learning center work should be fun and exciting for the children.
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If

they suggest to you in their evaluations that they really don't like
the center, some alterations should be made in the centers to resolve
the difficulty.

Children are generally the best critics of learning

centers, since they are the ones who spend the most time in them.

A

good rule of thumb is that if you construct a center and feel that it
is boring, you can be assured that the children irlll think it to be more
boring.

Dream up a new idea immediately.

Do away with the original

center; it will never work.
Glasser[

24 J suggests three types of classroom meetings which

can be used very effectively to stimulate evaluations from the children
concerning their learning centers.

The three types of meetings are

1) the social-problem-solving meetings,
3) educational-diagnostic meetings.

2) open-ended meetings, and

Probably the most important meet-

ing used to evaluate the learning center would be the educationaldiagnostic meeting which determines a student's w!derstanding of the
conceptual level of the center.

This meeting always relates to what

is being studied in the learning center.

This quick evaluation demon-

strates which concepts the child understood and internalized and which
ones he did not.

It is imperative that the classroom teacher structure

the meeting in such a way as to meet the needs of the hearing impaired
child.
Holt[29] offers a final comment to the concept of evaluation
in general.

He states:
I can hear the ruLXious voices of teachers asking •••• How
can you tell and be sure what children are learning? The
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answer is simple. We can 1 t be sure. Call it a faith that
man is by faith a learning animal. Birds fly, fish swim,
man learns and thinks. He do not need to motivate children
into learning by bribing them or bullying them. He do not
need to keep picking away at their minds to make sure that
they are learning. Bring as much as we can of the world
into the school and the classrooms; give children as much
help as they need and ask for; listen respectfully when
they feel like talking; and then get out of the way. He
can trust the~ to do the rest.
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CHAPI'ER VI
SUMMARY

The primary impetus for this project came from the author's
personal experience[ 5l] in a classroom for hearing impaired children
over a three year period of time.

This paper, then, is not the usual

prototype which is written for hearing children with an implied application for deaf children.

Instead, all of the suggested techniques,

as well as the total learning atmosphere have been tried, revised,
implemented and used extensively with deaf children in an elementary
classroom.

The paramount emphasis of this project has been to summar-

ize these findings in a usable format for other classroom teachers of
hearing impaired children in a similar setting.
Meaningfu~

levels.

change for deaf children is necessary in all grade

Therefore, Klein[ 5l] suggests that through skillful adaptation

of the basic concepts, junior high and high school teachers can also
employ learning centers in any s11bject area in their classrooms.
basic format is a standard operation for all learning centers .
Through total involvement and a real commitment to this program, meaningful change in the education of deaf children can occur.
This change can begin in one classroom by one teacher.

Using that

classroom as a model, other teachers can begin to consider changing
their environments as well.

The author hopes that this paper will

suggest a direction for meaningful change and will give teachers the
support necessary to implement it.
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and parents, other lay people would find this a good source
for understanding open education.
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An abundance of literature is not available on learning centers and continues to grow each week. vlliat
follows is by no means complete; hmreve r, it may serve
as a be ginning for teachers interested in forming study
groups on open education or for individuals who wish to
pursue the topic more intensively.
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APPENDIX A

SUGGESTED IDEAS FOR
LEARNING CENTERS

SUGGESTED CEI\JTERS FOR CHILDREN
These centers mi ght also be functional in any of the general subject areas listed later.
1. Poster Paints: Outdoors for liquid tempera.

Materials needed:
easel, paint brushes, paper, \vater and painting shirts. An
easel can be made from two large pie ces of chip board by taping
them together at the top with masking tape. Paper can be hung
be large clips which are attached at the top of the chip board.

2. Water Color Painting Center: Materials needed: small easel which
c an be made from tag board or heavy cardboard and can be placed
on the sink counter, small water color kit and brushes, manila
paper and clothespins to tack the paper to the easel.

3. Games: teacher made and commercial.
4. Vie,dng: There i s a wide variety of excellent filmstrips through
the county A/ V. A small group of children can use a projector
and project the picture on a piece of unlined tag. Materials:
vi ewer or projector, screen made from t ag board, and filmstrips.

5. Drawing : 'l'his is a step-by-step set of ill ustrations of how to
dra'\ol any obj ect . An excellent book for this is LET'S DRA\'1 ANI.MALS. Mater ials: cards •li th drawing steps , pencil and paper.

6. Special Games: Lite Brite, Sprigraphs, Compass and Protractors,
et c .
(. J ob Cards: Make them attractive b y putting the "fun t ype cards"
'1-lith short skill l essons. These may be numbered and can be
self-correcting if an answer box is kept near-by.

8. Research: Children's encyclopedias and reference books should
be here .

9. Sharing : It is always useful to have a place in the room for
chi ldren to s hare their projects.
else·~
Dres s up
and find out. " Provide a mirror along with differe nt types of
clothing, hats, dresses, shirts, s hoes and e tc .

10. Let's Pretend : "How does it feel to be some one

11. Phonics Games: Materials needed : Variety of phonics games such
as flash cards, vowel lottos, crossword puzzles, vowel and consonent garne s, phonics dittos, spelling games and \veekly readers
(optional ) •
12. Sewing and Knitting: Materials needed: Scraps and pieces of
mater ial, buttons, yarn, thread, thimbles, pin cushions, pins,
ne edles, scissors and a sewing machine. Volunteer mothers can
work the machine. Beanbags can be made by using small beans
and material scraps .

13. Construction: Children may create any obj ect using wood, nails,
and glue.

You'll need odd sizes of scrap wood, glue, nails,

ai1d hamil1ers.
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14. Clay: Idea cards with different projects can be here along with
clay.

15. Fun Sheets: Have a wide selection of dot-to-dot, coloring, puzzles, etc.
bag.

A handy place to have them is in a wine rack or shoe

16. Cut and Paste: Mate rials needed: Colored paper or manila construction paper, scissors, paste, scrap box, paper bags for
puppets.

17. Book Center: Materials needed: A vast selection of library books
and a comfortable and warm place '1-lhere children can sit and
read. Provide pillows or rocking chair so that children can relax and enjoy the reading center.
The centers below are listed under general subject areas.

lANGUAGE ARTS
1. Creative Writing: Have dictionaries available. Some idea
sources may be. a picture file, feel box, surprise box, idea for
the day on the blackboard, idea file box, bookjackets, special
ideas on dittos, etc. Have all of these available plus paper,
pencils, and any other materials that are necessary. It is also
good to have some way for children to share their stories. A
pegboard 1dth hooks is handy for children to hang their stories
for display. A feel box is a box with a small hole so that each
child may stick his hand in and feel the object. Then he guesses what it is and describes it in a short story. The child feels
it only , he does not see the object.
2. Typing: Children may type spelling words, short stories that they
have written themselves, etc. An egg timer can be used if you
wish to limit the time that each student may spend at the typewriter.

3. Listening: Children may listen to teacher-made and student-made
tapes. Directed lessons may be done on 1 tape also. The necessary materials are the recorder, ear phones, and whatever materi als that go with the lesson.

4. Recording: Children may record a story they have read or they
may record their stories from creative writing.

5. Reading Projects: Idea cards with different projects can be
here. This is particularly valuable in an individualized reading program.

6. Drama: Children may make different kinds of puppets, sack,
finger, hand, etc. A puppet theater makes the center more appealing. One can easily be made from a large cardboard box
that has a hole cut for the screen and is then painted.

7. Calendar: Make a chart pointing out specific facts about the
particular month plus general information about calendars. The
children may make a calendar using a heart shape for each day
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in February, a shamrock for March, etc. You will need a
sample of the calendar, white paper for background with blocks
drawn on for days, and a pattern for each month's days.

8. Newspaper: Children may write reports and file in correct container according to comics, sports, world news, local news,
advertizing, etc. Children can put together their own newspapers.

9.

Have cards with short stories, specific letters,
etc., along with samples of the correct letter formation. Provide pencils along with paper with various spacing for letter
sizes.
Pe~~anship:

10. Letter Writing: Have a chart illustrating the correct forms for
letters and envelopes from paper if envelopes are not available.
SCIENCE AND MATH
1.

Thin gs: This can consist of classroom pets. Children
should be responsible for making a graph showing the growth of
a pet, for care and feeding of the pets. They may compare
weights o~ different animals. They may condition a rat to respond to a particular stimula in a specific manner. Our center
has guinea pigs, rabbits, mice, rats, fish, turtles and hampsters.
Livin ~

2. Nature Collections: These should be organized by the children.
They can be responsible for or ganizing, identifying, labeling,
and researching . Some ideas of a few examples plus reference
books and let the children go from there. Many children will
want to initiate new and different kinds of centers.

3. Measurement: Provide a small scale, bathroom scale, rulers, tape
measure, balance scale, clocks, etc. ~lake up some activity
cards for experimenting. Children may wei gh and compare the
differences in the weights of different objects. As they become
older, this may be more precise measurements. The very young
child may compare how many beans equal the same weight of two
bottle caps, etc. Have lots of objects to compare--pebbles,
beans, rocks, popsicle sticks, bottle caps, sugar cubes, etc.
Children may also measure foot sizes, hei Ght, weight, wrist
sizes, etc. These may be illustrated on charts. As they grow
older they may work with precise measurements here also.

4. Math and Science Reasoning Games: Mate rials needed: Flash cards,
counting beans, dominoes, clothespin math games (can be made for
addition, subtraction, multiplication, etc.), number games,
small game cards, and all kinds of reasoning games, Hi-Q, Racko,
etc.

5. Graphs: Have children make graphs comparing birthday months,
hair color, eye color, favorite colors, etc.
of children in their class, pod or school.
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They make a study

6. Experiments and Observations: Children may perform a

~~de variety of different experiments with the use of job cards illus trating and explaining how to do the experiment. All of the required equipment should be right there, seeds and plants, electricity, desert, etc.

SOCIAL STUDIES

1. Post Office: Provide a mail box, areas for cancelling, sorting,
bagging, and delivering. Have a counter where stamps are available.
2. Geography and Map Making: Children may make their own maps of
classroom, school, neighborhood, etc. They may be supplied with
various area maps and be asked to locate specific places. Be
sure to have a globe, Atlas and other books handy~ They may use
colored pencils or salt and flour maps that can be painted.

3. Study Any Foreign Cow1try: For example: you may study about
Mexi co and set up different centers where children may make artifacts that may be found in that country. The centers may be
weaving, jewelry, toys, music and dance, painting, native costumes, etc.

4. Homes Around the \{orld: Children may construct a variety of
houses that can be found in countries around the world. They
can report about the country where the home can be found.

5. Transportation: Have the children set up an airport, train de pot, etc.

They can construct vehicles from wood, etc.

6. Hist ory: Set up fact-finding and discovery centers.
7. Jobs: Have children list and illustrate different kinds of jobs
that people do.

8. Cur-rent Events: Children can share what' s happening in the
world.

9. Grocery Center: Materials needed: Any old boxes, cartons, jars
from food products , play money (coins and dollars), cash register, or t oy cash box.
10. Shops: Have children set up a bank, toy store, bakery, etc. A
wide variety of experiences can be provided for any subject area
to be studied.
ART

1. JW1k Art: Send home a list of all kinds of materials.

Have
boxes ~~d different kinds of containers ready for them as they
bring the materials in. It is a good idea to label your boxes
and container s so that the

cr~ldren

can b e responsible for put-

ting the materials in the correct place along with the fact that
it makes it much easier to keep this area orderly as the children use it more ~~d more. You will need to set out gluei paste,
scissors, yarn, string, tape, etc.

4. Art: This may be a specific project that is either general or
seasonal where fairly specific results are expected. You should
also include straw projects, etc. If a particular project needs
specific materials or patterns which are not normally available,
number each sample and have an envelope containing those materials with the same number as the project in your center that requires those materials.

5. Art Apureciation: Display copies of well-known art work.
Children can discover differences in artist's product.
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APPENDIX B
A CHECKLIST DEVISED BY KLEIN FOR TEACHER
EVALUATION OF A LEARNING CENTER

CHECKLIST
1. Name of Center:
2. Starting Date:

3. Ending Date:
4. Concepts:
5. General Goals:
6. Terminal Objectives:
Level 1

Activities:

Supplies:

Evaluation:

Level 2
Level 3

7. Ways to expand the center:

8. How will I introduce the center?

___ 9. Bulletin Board:
_

10. Book ( s ) :
11. Evaluation:
Child's Evaluation:

Teacher's Evaluation:

12. l'iotes:

T7
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